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 bit Seems a strange thing to do, but not sure what could be the reason. My project is a PC-based app, written in C++ using Qt
framework. We've recently upgraded from VS2010 to VS2015 and started experiencing these compilation errors in our Delphi
code. We've searched on Google, and the only hint we've found is that we may have to downgrade our VS2015 to VS2013, but
this seems too strange to us. Is there any further hint that we could possibly follow in order to find out what's wrong? A: I had a
similar issue while building a project with very similar error. The issue was: [DCC Error] Unit1.dpr(82): E2039 Type must be a
class or interface type The ClassType was a reference to the form which caused the problem. Unchecking the "Windows Form
Designer Compiler" option in the Delphi Options fixed the issue. Solution: Tools > Options > Delphi Options > DCC Uncheck
"Windows Form Designer Compiler". DCC: Defines the following compiler options: [DCC Error] Unit1.dpr(82): E2039 Type

must be a class or interface type In my case I had a reference to the MainForm from a different Unit, so I had to access the
MainForm from the Unit where the compiler was producing the error. So the only solution I found was to access the Form

where the error occurred. Hope it helps! The Santa Cruz Warriors, one of the two new NBA G League teams for the Golden
State Warriors, have started to hire staff, according to multiple sources. This comes a couple of days after the Golden State

Warriors announced they will bring a minor league G League team to the Bay Area. Mike Ekblad has been hired as the General
Manager, while Scott Coker has been hired as the Executive Vice President of Basketball Operations. They are coming from the

same place, the Oklahoma City Thunder. Ekblad was the Vice President of Basketball Operations for Oklahoma City, while
Coker was the Vice President of Basketball Development. The two were part of the Thunder management team for six seasons.
No word on who will run the team. The Dubs obviously will not run it. According to the Golden State Warriors, the team will be

built around a roster of players with "top young talent from 82157476af
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